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The market continues higher and ICJ is testing its recent lows.  Given the upward move, I am focusing on 

managing/rolling my longs while looking to add exposure on both the long and short side where 

reasonable.  The shorts I am looking to add will be more borderline due to the massive overall market 

rally, but I want to have a couple of short ideas on if I am letting my longs run and adding new longs to 

my portfolio: 

 

Screenshot from LiveVol 

I have 2 names with my options in-the-money that I am going to let run for now as the rolls do not look 

favorable: ADSK and MAR.  OXY is a name that I have not yet decided if I will be looking to roll or close 

my calls as they go in-the-money as the IV level for February 9th options will be a determinant in my 

decision.  I discuss this more in the video. 

I am working rolls in 2 names: BAC and THC. 

In BAC, I am working to roll my January 26th $32 calls to the February 9th $33 calls for a $0.20 credit as 

the IV remains exceptionally cheap in BAC: 

 

Screenshot from LiveVol 

In THC, as mentioned in yesterday’s letter, I am working to roll my February 2nd $17.5 calls to the 

February 19th $19.5 calls for a $0.77 credit: 

 

Screenshot from LiveVol 

I also added two new positions today: GME and URBN. 
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GME is a bit borderline as a short, but as it tests the recent low at $17.04 with IV very cheap, I added the 

February 23rd $16.5 Puts for $0.31: 

 

Screenshot from LiveVol 

URBN is testing recent highs and looks to me like it should take out the January 3rd high at $36.10.  I 

bought the February 16th $37 calls for $0.65 with IV very cheap here: 

 

Screenshot from LiveVol  
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All Services and Content Are Provided for Educational and Information Purposes 
Only and Are Not Intended as Legal or Financial Advice. 

The information and content provided in or through these Services is for educational and informational 

purposes only.  By accessing and/or using the Services you acknowledge that the Services are not 

intended to be a substitute for legal, investment, or financial advice that can be provided by an attorney, 

accountant, and/or financial advisor. You further acknowledge that you should not rely solely on the 

Services in making any investment or financial decision, and should always check with your financial 

advisor and tax advisor to determine the suitability of any investment.   

All information provided in or through these Services is strictly informational and is not to be construed 

as advocating, promoting or advertising registered or unregistered investments of any kind whatsoever. 

The information is provided “as-is” and is not guaranteed to be correct, complete, or current.  Option Pit 

and Trade Academy do not guarantee that you will attain a particular result, outcome, or earnings, and 

you accept and understand that each individual’s results will vary and depend on numerous factors.  

Option Pit and Trade Academy are not investment advisors and are not registered with the U.S. 

Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) or the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”). 

Further, owners, employees, agents or representatives of Option Pit and Trade Academy are not acting 

as investment advisors and might not be registered with the SEC or FINRA. 

 


